
The performance of SIGNS OF LIFE can be greatly enhanced by showing
cardboard signs made to resemble those commonly seen on our
highways. These are raised into view (held up overhead with both
hands) and lowered again by selected choir members on cue, as
directed in the music beginning on page 4.

The momentary display of these familiar highway messages reinforces
the teachings of Jesus which are being sung in the text. In
addition to giving young choir members a physical means of
involving themselves further in the piece, the signs serve as
reminders to us all to pay attention to the guideposts which
conscience lays in our path along the highway of life.
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The highway signs featured in SIGNS oF LfFE can be easily nade by
choir members using cardboard or other heavy paper and magic
marker. fn performance, they are held in the right hand down at
the side except when being displayed up overhead with both hands.
Those handling the signs should be well distributed throughout the
choir. A trsign Captaintt in each row can be appointed to keep
charge of the signs untit srcNs oF LIFE is to be perforrned, passing
them along and receiving them back when the piece is over.

The signs needed

Stay In Lane

Maintain Speed

No Turns

Reduce Speed

Use Breakdown Lane

Stop

Service Area

Merge

YieId

Next Exit 18 Miles

Wrong Way

Dead End

Keep To The Right

Resume Speed

in performance arel

Dangerous Intersection

Road Slippery When Wet

One Way

*Blank sign #l- (with
*Blank S]gn #2 (with
*Blank sign #3 (with

on back)

on back)

on back)

Dry (with

cards that will be
be written upside

*Road Conditions: Clear and
rrsigfnsrf on back)

*Speed Linit 65 (with rrofrr on back)

*Thru Traffic (with rrl,iferr on back)

* Words
flipped
down.

on backs of
over should
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good they could do if the high - way of had them, too:

In- ter-state
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high

ha'

way of life had them too.
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when you need them;

We'd call them

Raise

t
Lower "Stay in Lane"

said -

there

FmI sign'

there so you can read them;

Lower *Maintain Speed"

what



keep us trav'- lin'straight a

ffi sign. "No Tums"

you have done un - to the

('Reduce Speed" sign remains up to meas. 40.)

*NOTE: Should this piece seem a little "text-heavy" for younger choirs, an effective shorter version can be

a -wak- en our a ties - to be help- ful, as we should
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performed by omitting measures 25-48.



when we

(Remains up to meas. 40)

He's there when- ev - er we may need

there

be. 

-

Part II

(Remains up to meas. 40)

I, II (unis.)

free - rt^-.

4
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He's

(Remains up to meas. 40.)

Lower ALL FOUR signs

that there couldstand -serv - ing Him we un-der
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of there when you need them;

you can read them;

Lower "Next Exit l8mi."

*Cue size notes are for optional 2-part divided sections.
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